Incident Data
Current Visibility

- **Google Logs**
  - We have: detailed login, detailed admin, email, chat, doc access
  - We don’t: detailed revision history, chat in docs, detailed forensics on Chromebooks

- **Firewall Logs**
  - SSL inspection on select categories
  - Broad visibility on unencrypted SSL traffic
  - Specific visibility on clear text traffic
Partnerships

- School Partnerships
  - DTLs, Techs, School Leadership
  - Common Sense Media and citizenship training

- Parent Partnerships
  - Securly parent
Potential Visibility Increase

- Securely Auditor or Similar
  - Content review of email docs and drive
  - Contextual web filtering alerts
  - Delegated authority

- Risks
  - Privacy implications
  - Loss of some technical control
  - Consistency concerns